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Note on the Derivation of Elliptic Function Formulce from Oonfocal
Conies. By JOHN GRIFFITHS, M.A.

[Bead Nov. 9th, 1882.]

1. The ordinary formulae for sn(w+«) and cn(u+v) may be derived
from the following simple con-
struction, viz., draw the tangent,
as in the accompanying figure,
at any point P u on the inner of
two confocal ellipses so as to in-
tersect the outer curve in two
points Qu-e> Qu*9* say; through
each of the latter draw a confocal hyperbola cutting the inner ellipse
in Ptt_c and PM+,; then the elliptic injtegral of the first kind, say u—v,
becomes u as we pass from the point Pu.p to PB, and similarly Po + ,
corresponds to the function u-\-v, the period in each case being v,
which is a constant quantity when we take two fixed ellipses.

2. The equation of the outer ellipse in terms of the foregoing elliptic
parameter v may thus be found:—

Taking the eccentricity of the inner curve to be k and the semi-

major axis as unity, the equation of this carve is z*+ %~ = 1, where

tf+Jc* = 1; also, if we draw a tangent from B, an extremity of the
minor axis of the outer ellipse, to the inner curve, and P , be the

point of contact, then the period v = I . - , ft being the
Jo vl—A^sinV

eccentric angle of Po, or fi = am v. Hence we may write for the equa-
tion of the outer ellipse -=-=- + *£J = —?-•

r dn'v k* cnl«
The above construction enables us at once to form a quadratic whose

roots sn(u+v), sn(it—v) are given in terms of snu and snv.

For, the equation of the tangent at PM is z sn u + yc"** = 1, and we
K

have only to find the points where this line intersects the outer curve.
Now, taking for the coordinates of a point on the latter ellipse

dn v 7/Cn<r
x ^ sn <r, y = k ,

cnt; cnv
w e obtain ? ^ ^ sn*+ ^ ^ = 1,

en v en v
where the roots of a are u—v and u+u. Hence, since sn1 <r-f on*<r=l,
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the equation in question gives, after some slight reductions,
(1 — tfan'u sn'w) sn*«r — 2 snucnu dnw . sn<r + sn9 i*—sn't; = 0,

or sn (u—v) +sn (u+v) = 2 snu enu dn v -f- (1 — &* sn*u sn'v),
sn (w—v) sn («+«) = sn* u—sn81; -f- (1 *-7c* Bn* it sn1 u)

(see Cayley's " Elliptic Functions," page 65). Similarly we have the
expressions for en (u — v) and en (u + v).

By taking two points Qu and Qv on the outer ellipse, so related that
the line joining them touches the inner curve at P«+,, we derive, in

a
like manner, from the above theory, the formulas

u—v amu+amti u+v amtt-amven — cos g- en — cos - ,

u—v . amtt+amu u+v amu-amvi u—v
c n ~ 2 " 8 m 2 as ia-2-«* 2 dn"T~-

It may be also remarked that by taking different outer ellipses we have
a geometrical construction .for sn(u+v+w+...), en (u+v+w+...),
when BXXU, snv, ..., cnu, cnti, ..., &c. are given.

3. The above method of deriving the elliptic function formulas
suggests some rather interesting problems; for example, the division
of the transcendents

E= \ ' / , 1! • t5 a n d ^ = P" ̂ l - ^ s i n ' f l cZOJ0-/l-^sin8tf Jo

into an integer number of equal parts depends upon the construction
of an outer confocal ellipse, so that a polygon of a given number of
sides circumscribing the inner curve has .its vertices on the outer one.

or
In fact, the ratio of the minor axes of the curves is en — : 1, when

n
the number of sides of the polygon in question is n. For example, if

n = 4, we find that a rectangle circumscribing the ellipse z*+ ^ = 1,

and having its sides parallel to the principal axes, is also inscribed in

the confocal ellipse xi+p — 1 + k\ and hence that« - ? - - 7 - £ — > - - * - - ' "
the value given in Cayley's " Elliptic Functions," page 74.

It further appears, from my recent extension of Graves' theorem,
that when two given confocal ellipses are so related to each other that
a polygon of a given number of sides can bo inscribed in the one and
circumscribed to the other, the perimeter must be of constant length.

If p is the perimeter of such polygon, of n sides, we have
p = 4>E+2n (tangent UP, - arc FPt) (see figure).
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[In farther explanation of the assnmption that the elliptic integral
of the first kind has a period v added to or subtracted from it as. tb.9
passage is made from a point Pu to another point Pu+C, constructed as>
above, it may be noticed that Qu+V and Pu+C, for instance, are corres-
ponding points on the two ellipses, i.e., their eccentric angles or
amplitudes are equal. Let us assume, for a moment, that correspond-
ing to Pu+P there is the integral u+v = I • , then the co-

Jo v I—k* sin* \p
ordinates of Pu + , and Qu+, are

Bn(u+v), k'en (u + v) i - ^ s n (u+v), on (u+v).
v cn» cnv v '

Again, to prove the existence of the period v; let 0, <j>, \p be the re-
spective amplitudes corresponding to Q«-., P«, &»•• ; then taking,
for the sake of symmetry, the semiaxes of the inner and outer curves
to be a, b\ and a, b, we have, since a tangent is drawn to the inner

ellipse, —rsin^sin0+ -7-7 cos p cos 0 = 1,
CL 0

—r sin<p s in ty+ — cos<p cos yp = 1,
a> 0

and also a*-b* — a*—bn;
whence, by differentiation, (Jacobi's method, see Cayley's " Elliptic
Functions"), there result the equations

dO d£ d4t
b'^ Bin* $ <Jd% cos19 + b* sin* f \/tt/*co

Now, if the point P . be taken to coincide with 2?, an extremity of
tlie minor axis of the inner curve, we have <p = 0 and 0 = — ft simul-

y
taneously, where cos /* = -—; also <p = 0 and ^ = + ft; for the points
denoted by Q,t.9 and Qu4, will then be situated symmetrically to the
left and right of the minor axis. Hence, remembering that Pw_» and
Pu + , have the same amplitude, respectively, as Qu_, and Qufvt we
obtain, by integration,

dO
Jo S*

__ f* • dtp f** dj±
Jo v a* cos*<[> + b'*sin*<p J o v^a 1 cos*/uH sin1/*'

J 0 -/a*1 cos* f + ft'* sin* 0 J 0 cos1 f« + V* sin'

or, in other words, there is a period v, as assumed above.]
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December 14th, 1882.

Prof. HENRIC1, F.R.S. , President, in the Chair.

Messrs. T. Woodcock, B.A., late Scholar of Christ's College, Cam-
bridge ; Hugh Fraser, B. A., late Scholar of Trinity Hall, Cambridge ;
Major Allan Cunningham, R.E.; and Captain P. A. Macmahon, R.A.,
were elected members.

The Chairman announced that, in consequence of ill-health, Mr.
C. W. Merrifield, F.R.S., had been obliged to resign the office of
Treasurer, and that the Council had elected Mr. A. B. Kempe, F.R.S.,
to undertake the duties of the office. Dr. Hirst spoke of the great
interest the late Treasurer had always taken in the affairs of the
Society, and of the great services he had rendered to it in the past j
and moved that, under the circumstances of his enforced resignation,
a vote of sympathy with Mr. Merrifield in his illness be passed by the
Society, and the same signified to him by letter from the Secretaries.
This proposition was carried unanimously.

Mr. Tucker presented an Album for cabinet likenesses to the Society.
The following communications were made:—
"On the Vibrations of a Spherical Shell," Prof. Lamb.
" On the Absolutely Least Periods of the Elliptic Functions," Prof.

H. J. S. Smith.
" On certain Relations between Volumes of Loci of Connected

Points," Mr. E. B. Elliott.
" Geometrical Proof of Griffiths'a Extension of Graves's Theorem,11

Mr. J. J. Walker.
" On Polygons Circumscribed about, a Tricuspidal Quartio," Mr.

R. A. Roberts.
" Note on an Exceptional Case in which the Fundamental Postulate

of Prof. Sylvester's Theory of Tamisage fails," Mr. J. Hammond;
" On certain Quartio Curves, which have a Cusp at Infinity,

whereat the Line at Infinity is a Tangent/' Mr, H. M. Jeffery.
The following presents were received :—•

" The Mathematical Magazine, a Journal of Elementary Mathematics," Vol. L,
No. 4, Oct. 1882; Erie, Pa., 1882.

" Nautical Almanac for 1886," 8vo; London, 1882.
" Educational Times," for December.
" Bulletin de la 8oci£t6 Mathe'matique de France," Tome z., No. 6.
<< Bulletin des Sciences Mathe'matiquea et Astronomiquea," 2nd Series, Tome n . ;

July, 1882.
44 Bulletin Astronomique et Me"t<5orologique da l'Observatoire Imperial de Bio da

Janeiro," September, 1882, No. 9.
" Beiblatter zu den Annalen de> Phyeik und Chemie," Band yi., Stiieke 10 * 11;
41 Crelje," Dreiundneunzigster Band, drittes Heft.
"MajthematiacheAnnalen," fco., Seperatabdruckaus demxxi.Bande,pp. 141—11|.
** American Journal of Mathematics," Vol. v., No. 1; Baltimore, 181*2.
1OL, XIV.— MO. 198. B


